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Theory of Mutual Interference in Tandem 

Compressor Cascade* 

By Hideo OHASHIキ*

Two adjacent rows of blades， which constitute a tandem compressor cascade， interfere aerody-

namically with each other， so that the defiection angle and losses are different from those of a 

system having no interference. 

In order to calculate the interference effect on cascad巴 performance，a method must be found 

for calculating the change of fiow field due to interference. 

This paper presents a th巴oreticalmethod for determining the two-dimensional incompressible 

potential fiow through an arbitrary tandem compressor cascade based on a singularity method. 

This theory is especially suitable for the case in which the relative position between the two blade 

rows varies， while the blade profiles and settings remain constant. 

Results of sample calculation ar巴 shownand compared with the corresponding experimental 

results. 

1. Introduction 

For the design of a compressor cascade， which 

realizes a given velocity triangle with a large defiec-

tion angle， we must solve the problem， at first， as 

to which is more preferable， a usual single row 

cascade (Fig.l (a)J or a tandem cascad巴 (Fig.1 (b) J. 

* Received 18th October. 1962. 
料 AssistantProfessor. Faculty of Engineering. Uni-

versity of Tokyo. Bunkyo-ku. Tokyo. 

The author compared the losses of both cascade 

systems to answer this problem， and found out that 

a tandem compressor cascade had less losses within 

the loading region of CLσ> 1.2(1). 

Two adjacent rows of blades， which constitute 
a tandem compressor cascade， interfere aercdy-

namically with each other， so that th巴cascadeperform司

ance such as defi巴ctionangle， losses etc.， is different 

from that of a system having no interference. In 

order to calculate the interference effect on cascade 
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performance， a method must be found for computing 

th巴 smallchange of fiow field corresponding to the 

change of relative position between the two blade 

rows. 

For this purpose the author develops in this 

pap巴ra theoretical method for determining th巴two-

dimensional incompressible potential fiow through an 

arbitrary tandem compressor cascade based on a 

singularity method. The m巴thodin this paper is 

especially convenient for the case in which the 

relative position between the two blade rows varies， 

while th巴 bladeprofiles and settings remain constant. 

As previously 'mentioned， this theory is concerned 

with the soIution for the fiow through a given tand巴m

compressor cascade， namely the direct problem of a 

tandem cascade. This problem was attacked by 

w. E. Spraglin(21， K. NickeJ(3) and P. F. Byrd and 

M. F. Muggins(め byusing the methcd of conformal 

transformation. On the other sid巴 S.Muftuoglu(5) 

solved this problem based on a singularity method. 

He extended the singularity method for a single row 

cascade developed by H. Schlichting(7)， to the pro-

blem of a tandem cascade. S. Abe also proposed a 

singularity method(6)， in which he introduced an 

appropriate approximation for the representation of 

(a) Single row cascade 
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blades， and succeeded in simplifying the calculation 

procedure. 

Since the method presented in this paper is also 

bas巴don the singularity methcd of H. Schlichting， 

its basic theoreticaI construction is essentially similar 

to that of S. Muftuoglu's. However， the latter cannot 

be practically applied for the calculation of inter-

ference effect， because the calculation must be car-

ried out again from the start for every change of 

the relative position and it takes unreasonable time 

to execute such calculation. 

In S. Abe's methcd blades in cascade are repre-

sented simply cnly by the equivalent vorticity distri-

bution ignoring the source/sink distribution， so that 

the calculation prccedure is essentially easy. 

However， the velocity induced by the source/sink 

distribution has the same order of magnitude as the 

velocity induced by the vorticity distribution， and the 

accuracy of the obtained solution is not sufficient 

for our purpose of evaluating the small change of 

fiow due to mutual interference. 

2. N omenclature 

l: blade chord length 

t: blade spacing 

~C ， y: co-ordinates parallel and normal to th巴 blade

chord 

y，: ordinate of the camber line 

Yd: thickness distribution 

}.: stagger angle of blades 

W: 宜owvelocity 

s: 自.ow阻 glerelative to the cascade認 is

U， v: induced velocity in x and y direction 

r， q: vorticity and source/sink distribution 

Sub:::cripts 
1， 3: plane upstream infinitely and downstream 

ln五工utelyfrom tandem cascade 

2: plane between two blade rows of tandem 

cascade 

0: without mutual interference 

1 ， rr: the first and the second blade row 

U， a: component normal and parallel to the cas・

cade axis 

γ， q: induced by r and q distribution 

3. Co-ordinate system and description 

of blade profile 

For the calculation of two-dimensional incom-

pressible potential ftow， th巴 geometryof a tandem 

compressor cascade is given as it is in Fig. 2. Both 

the first and the second cascades ccnsist of weakly 

cambered compressor blades (max. camber/chord孟

0.15) with arbitrary chord length and stagger angle. 

However， the blade spacing of both cascades is 
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selected to be equaI， so that the relative position 

between the two blade rows does not vary in the 

cascade direction. 

Here， we select a blade from each cascade and 

locate origins 01 and 0 II at the center of the two 

selected chord lines. Furthermore， x and百 axesare 

set paralIel and normal， respectively， to the chord 
lines. Hereafter， the first cascade (cascade工)is 

indicated by the co.ordinate system with origin 01， 

the second cascade (cascade II) by the co-ordinate 

system with origin 0 II・

The complex co-ordinates of both systems 

ZI=XI+i百工 …………………...・H ・.....・H ・..…(1)
Zll=Xll+勾E ………...・H ・..……………………(2)

are correlated by the equation 

ZI =ZO+Zll e-“…………………………………(3) 

where O=A工- A ll， and Zo means the complex vector 

of origin 0 II indicated by 01司 coordinatesystem; Zo 

has components h and b， normal and paralIeI to the 
cascade a玄is，and h shows the relative shift in the 

ca5cade direction between the two blade rows， while 

the axiaI distance b may be related to the axiaI 

gap a between the two blade rows according to the 

equation 

吋-士ο工co山+ZuCOSAll) .................-( 4) 

Distribution of camber Y.(ぉ)and thickness Yd(X) 

are determined by the ordinates of the upper and 

lower blade surface官。(X)and 仇(ゆ， acccrding to 

the folIowing equations; 

的)=七百日(x)+山)] .......................-(5) 

仰〉=÷[仰〉一山)] .......................-(6) 

As i1lustrat巴din Fig. 3， the vector mean of the 

inlet and outIet velocities of each blade row， is 

denoted by W，∞， and has components U∞ and V∞ 

Cascade [ 

1.~ 

Fig. 2 Co-ordinate system of both cascades 

inおおldY direction. 

4. Potential fiow without mutual 

interference 

The influence of mutuaI interference on ca~cade 

performance can be understocd most cIearly， when 

we compare the cascade performance under the influ-

ence of interference with one without interference. 

Therefore， before we take up the interference 

problem， it is necessary to soIve the potentiaI flow 

through a tandem cascade without interference， and 

to know its cascade performance. When there is no 

interference， in other words when the two blade 

rows are located with infinite distance， a tandem 

cascade can be considered as a 5imple combination 

of two independent blade rows，也atis， cascade 1 

operates with inlet angle {3t， while cascade II operates 

with inlet angleβ叫 whichis identical to the outIet 
angle of cascade工 asshown in Fig. 3. 1n this case 

the flow through a tandem cascade can be obtained 

by solving the flow through each blade row independ-

ently and superimposing the two flow fields. 

Since it is necessary to solve the flow through 

a single row cascade before we take up the inter・

ference problem， • it is very desirable that the calcuI. 

ation procedure for a single row cascade is as cIosely 

as possible connected with the calculation procedure 

for interference effect， 50 that constants and coef. 

ficients can b巴 commonlyutilized for the numerical 

calculation of both procedures. 

From the above consideration， this theory is 

developed in cIose connection with the singularity 

methcd of H. Schlichting for a single row cascade. 

It seems， therefore， necessary to describe hereafter 

some fundamentaIs of Schlichting's theory， which 

will be used directly in the folIowing sections of 

this paper: 

According to the singularity methcd， a given 

blade profile is generated by a c10sed stream line， 

which is obtained by superimposing the induced 

Fig. 3 Velocity triangle for both cascades 
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-vel∞ity field u， V on the translation flow of W∞・

The induced velocities u， V are caused by the 

vorticity and source/sink distribution on al1 the blade 

chords， and should satisfy the fol1owing two blade 

boundary conditions at every point on the blade 

chord. 

Condition to produce given camber distribution; 

ム+土=山+.~ i ....................-(7) 
U∞ U∞¥  -， U∞/ 

The complex induced velocity w=u-iv at a 

point on the blade chord is divided into three terms， 

that is 

W=ωE+WG+WJ ………………………………(9) 

where 

ωE is induced by the singularity distribution on 

a blade chord， on which that point is located， 

ωG is induc巴dby the singularity distribution on 

the remainder blade chords of the cascade， 

to which that point belongs， and 

WJ is induced by the singularity distribution on 

all the blade chords of the other cascade. 

When there is no interference， WJ  disappears every-

where， namely WJ三 O.

Using the fundamental relation in the c1assical 
where y〆=一一一

dx • thin airfoil theory， we may write 

WE=(UEr+叫 -i(v叶叫=土 (1/2仰 ')+ir(おう dx' ・・ ・・・・・ ・…・ ・・・・・・・・(10)
屯屯 2~τ J-l/2 x-x' 

1 r1/2 
WG= (UGr+uGq)-i(vGr十世Gq)=一一 I [q(約十ir(り]F(xーが)dx' …・・…ー・・……・・・・…..…・・…一…く11)

官 喝 2t J-l!2 

句 dys
wnere y.. =ーっ一一

ax 

Condition to produce given thickness distribution; 

1 q(x) ，(.， U ¥ 
一一一一 =ya，'(1十一一)…・・…・…・…...・ H ・..-(8) 
2 U∞¥  -， U∞/ 

where 

/ x-x' ..¥ 1 t 
F(x-x') = eî coth(π一一ーが)一一一一一 =R+il.....・H ・-…ー…一..........................................・・・・(12)

¥.. t -) π zーが

With the intention of simplifying the integration of Eqs. (10) and (11)， the vorticity and source/sink 

distribution r(x)， q(x) are represented in the form of Fourier expansion 

r(ω〈ωωZ心か山)=斗2U∞(Aん仰0刊cイ+ Aム如μ 1バ1si討m附 A2凶川仰si由in判 (α13め〉

q(x心〉汗=払[B払叫o(々(←c寸一2叫 )+Bι2si岬 +B3同A岬s討山in3タ] ο 

w拍he悦r児e タ←戸内=司吋C∞cos侶S-1ベ一づ1(_子)， 0 壬印ヂ 壬釘π 

If we insert above two equations into Eqs. (10) and (11)， and integrate them， we may obtain all the 

components of induced velocity in terms of Fourier coefficients. 

The total induced velocities u and v to satisfy the conditions of Eqs. (7) and (8)，釘ecalculated by SUID-

ming up all these components of induced velocity. It must be noticed here， however， that the components UEr 

and VEq have opposite sign on the upper and lower side of the blade chord， and therefore they are equal to 
zero just on the blade chord. 

From the above consideration U and v are written 

U=UEq+UGr十UGq=U∞[(Aogro+Algn+A2gr2) + (Bogqo*十B2gq2*+B3gq3*)] ………………………………(15) 

V = VEr+VGr+VGq = U.∞[(Ao/ro*+Adn*+Adr2*) + (Bo/qo+Bdq2+Bafq3)]…………...・H ・..……'"・H ・"(16)

ωd 
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where 

r-fjcotZMZF， 

gn=-汀sincp'ldx' 

g72=-tfsWMZF， 

(region for the above i向叫s ードピサ)
gqo* = -/ro*+2/r入 gq2*=-/r2*， gq3*ニ -/r3*， /qo=groー 2gTl， jqz=gr2， /q3=gr~ 

These functions are called down-wash function and specified by three parametersんt/land x/l. The values 

of these functions are already tabulated in the Appendix of Reference (7)， and can be easily read out. 

By substituting Eqs. (15) and (16) into the boundary conditions (7) and (8)， we obtain the following 

linear equations 
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AoPo+A1Pl +A2P2+BoRo+B2R2+B3R3= -K+ys' 

・・(17・a)
AoSo+A1Sl十A2S2-BoQo-B2Q2-B3Q3 =一抑f

・・・・・(17・b)
where parameter K= V oo/U∞ indicates the direction 

of translation flow W∞ to the blade chord， and 

coefficients 

P;=fr;*-Ys'gri， Ri=fqi-Ys'gqi*，ふ=yd'gri

QD=cotZ-2sinhJgqo* 

located preferably according to the three-quarter 

chord method. By substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) 

into Eqs. (17・a)and (17・b)at these three positions. 

we obtain six linear simultaneous equations， and can. 
determine from them six unknown Fourier coe缶-

cients Ao， ・・・・・・，B3・
The above procedure for the determination of 

Fourier coefficients is， however， still not satisfactory 

for our purpose， because the simultaneous equations 

must be newly solved each time for every change 

Q2= sin250ー抑'gq2* of attack angle α∞=tan-1(Y∞/U∞) = tan-1 K. In 

Q3 = sin 35O-Yd' gq戸 orderto eliminate this defect we divide Fourier 

C紅 1be computed from the geometry of a given coef五cientsinto two parts and define by the equations 

cascade. Ai=AiO+KAis， Bi=BiO+KBiβ 

Strictly speaking， Eqs. (17・a)and (17・b)must If the above is inserted into Eqs. (17・a)如 d

be satis:fied at every point on the blade chord. (17・b)，we obtain two systems of simultan巴ous

However， since we represent r and q distribution equations， which are free from K，紅 ldthe divided 

simply using only three Fourier coe血cientsas in Fourier coefficients can be determined commonly for 

Eqs. (13)如 d(14)， the above equations can b巴 everyattack angle. 

satis:fied at three of the chord positions， which are Namely， 

and 

{AoA+AIOR+Ad十BooRo+ B20R2 + B品 =ys' ..................................................................(18.a) 

AooSo+A10Sl +A20S2-BooQo-B20Q2-B3oQ3= -Yd' …・・...・ H ・..………...・ H ・..…...・ H ・..…...・ H ・..……・(18・b)

{AOB九+A1sP1+んB九+BOsRo + B2{1R2 + B3sR3 = -1 ..... . ......................................................... (山〉

AOsSo+ A1{1S1 + A2sS2-BO{1Qo-B2{1Q2-B3sQ3 = 0…...・ H ・..……・・………………...・ H ・..……...・ H ・..……・(19・b)

Finally， inlet angle sl' outlet angle s2 and circulation r about a blade are calculated according ωthe 

equations 

tan..1+K+UW，'/U∞)sec..1 -，-__.(1 tan..1+ K一(，dW，，/U∞)sec..1tanβ1= ""，"U i'l， I .LJr.....1 \::'_l':U/~=/.............r\ tans2= ……...・H ・..(20)，(21) 
1-Ktan..1 ' ， L<U!P2- 1-Ktan，，{ 

1 r π l 1'(. ， 1 • ¥ ， Tr( A I 1 A ¥ l 
，dW，，/U∞=一一一=一-:-1(Aoo+ : A10 ) +K( AO{1+ ~ A1s) 1 ……・……一一…….....・H ・-…・・…・・(22)2 U国 t 2 t L¥--UU' 2 --.U) ， --¥--V"' 2 --'")J 

The method explained in this Section can be applied independently for each blade row: We calculate， at 

:first， the flow throughロscade工 witha given inlet angle sl and determine t也h巴 intermediateoutlet angle s却

Suc白cess羽sively，we calculate the flow through cascade 1I with inlet angle s20 and determine the :final out1et 
angle 。仙Ifwe∞mbine both flow :fields， we get the potential乱owthrough the given tandem cascade without 

mutual interference. 

5. Induced velocity from the other blade row 

When the distance between the two blade rows of a tandem cascade is :finite， we must take account of 

the induced velocity WJ from the other blade row as well as WE+WG given by Eqs. (10) and (11). In this 

case the r and q distribution vary from the values 70 and qo without mutual interference， so that the total 

induced velocity W=WE+WG+ωJ  satis:fies the blade boundary conditions of Eqs. (7) and (8). 

It is， therefore， seen that the :first step for the evaluation of interference effect is to determine the induced 
velocity WJ from the other blade row. 

Now， the induced velocity at a point z=x十iyfrom the singularity distribution of a blade row with a 

stagger angle of ..1， may be related according to the following equation; 
rl/2 _ ，，， _，，，  _ _ ( zーピ ¥ 

w(z) =u(z)-iv(z) =一一 I [q(約十ir(め]coth(π一一一戸 )dx' .....・ H ・-…・・…… H ・H ・...…・…・イ23)2 t J-I/2~. '" / ， -， '" /~ -----¥" t -) 

On the plane up・anddownstream in:finitely， i. e. at z=土∞， the induced velocity may be written 

W(土∞〉ニ11Lfzho〈z川山')]似h(刊 dx'=土iEh。2t J-I/2 ~.v ，.. -， "" /~ --.-. ，- /_.. - 2t 

If we subtract above equation from Eq. (23)， we obtain the change of induced velocity resulted from the 

existence of the other blade row， that is， W J・

Consequently， the induced velocity ωJ][ on the blade chord of cascade 1I caused by the singularity-
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distribution of cascade工， can be written， at first， using 0 r・coordinatesystem 

(仇Z1工)=主ei.l1三立:江土 f什l仕I勺qω山Iバ巾(ωX1山工{" 1 1 /2 ~ ， • • ， ， • ( Z 1一X1 .， ¥ . iμe包A勺z 
2 t J -i 1/2 L. ~ " ~， • " ~ ，.. ~ ， ~ ----¥" t r ' ~ 2 t 

Next， by means of conversion formulae 

Zr =zo+z][e-ω= (b+ih)e-i.l1 +z][e-id， ω(Z1) =ω(z ][)eid 

Eq. (24) may be expressed based on 0][ -coordinate syst巴m

ーがう子に:山r)川町)]coth [ ~ (同十山内[-XreiH)]dxr一手rro.........(25) 
7τ 

In the same way， the induced velocityωJ r on the blade chord of cascade工 causedby吐lesingularity 

distribution of cascade II， is written， at first， using 0][ -coordinate system 
('1][/2_ ._ ( z ー ¥_ • ie.l][ 

(ZE〕=4f/[山 )+ir][(x][)]∞th(πよ iLgUE}dZE+-IVo2t J-I][/2 L'1" ，-./ ， " . ，-./-' ----¥.. t ;_.._. 2t 

and the expression based on 01 -coordinate system is 
('h/2_ ._ ，1π.._.l. . ie.lI 

(仇z町ω工ρ)=一fι:竺'Ar工f ~ q E山山(ω切Z町E山2t J一1][/2L'1" ，-./ • -，，， ，.._， ~ ----L t ，-• '" • .._- ..~-， J' "-，  2t 

The integrand of Eqs. (25)担 d(26) includes commonly a hyperbolic function coth， which is specified by 
S1玄 independentvariables b!t， h!t， xr!t， X][!t， Ar and ，{I， and remains regu1訂 inthe whole integral region 

along the blade chord. Now， we define this hyperbolic term as infiu巴ncefunction of tandem cascade FJ， and 

write 

where 

FJ=RJ+ilJ=叫[子(b+ih+X][ei.lll-xrei.lr)] .....................................................................(27) 

R.T= __sinh2X .-
cosh 2X-∞s2Y 

ー -sin2Y
lJー-一一 cosh2X -cos 2Y 

x =千(b+XllCOSれ -x工cosA r)， Y=子(h+x][叫 ][-xr札 1r)

If we insert this newly de白ledin宜uencefunction into Eqs. (25) and (26)， every component ofωJ，ミlchas 

ωJ 1 = (UJI r+UJIq)-i(VJI r+VJ 1q)， WJll = (UJ][r+UJ ][q)-i(VJh+VJ][q)………-………・………(28)

can be determined by the following equations: 

For cascade 1 ; 

!{r{' ， ~. .co只!{r ('只InA1
UJ1r=芳子人r][(xll)RJdx][+ラ十九 rll(白川dXllーヲ十円。 (29.a)

UJ1q=乎J:qll(x][)lJdxll-乎J:q][(xll)RJdxll .........................................................(29.b) 

r ， ， ~.. cos A 1 r. ，/  ， ~. cos A 1 
VJ1r=ーヲ7人r][(Xl!)lJdXll +ヲ7九r][(X][)RJdXllーヲ7FEO (仰2却9.c心〉

U町川山Jパ川rq=与乎王ヨ千Lルq山 〉川川川川川RJdx][此刈d向仇z町E什十等乎Eゴ1ルトq白山E

For cascade II; 

r ， ~. cos A II r ， ~ . sin えE
UJ][r=ーニこと土 I7'r(xr)RJdxr一一一一 Ir1(xr)lJdxr+一一:'.r10・…・……一一一…・・……・(30・a)J工 t Jr' ~ ，.. .，-.-.... 2t 

町山一][q=戸=一一与乎旦ゴ1ルq山 lJdx仇 X1汁+写乎旦ゴ叫1かトq引山I

r ， ~. cos A][ r， ， ， ~. C∞OS All 
VJllr=一一一 Ir1(X1)lJdx工一一一一Ir 工 (x 1 )RJdx工+一一~r10 ・…..…………・・……・・…(30・c)J1' ~ ，_ ~ / _ u__ ~ 2t J1' ~ ， .. ~ / --u- .. ~. 2t 

VJ][q=一平frq1 (x1)RJdX1ーキゴq1(xr)lJdxr......................................................(30.d) 

where subscripts 1 and rr attached to the integral symbol mean the integral regions 

-乍U7r吋 ctively

-t孟ZI=tM

These integrations can be carried out numerically， or pr巴ferably by Simpson's integral formu1a. If we 

divid巴 eachblade chord of both cascades into n equal intervals for the numerical integration， the infiuence 
functions RJ and lJ in the integrands of Eqs. (29)阻 d(30) must be evaluated for each combination of n+ 1 

partition points of both cascades， in advance of integration itself. 
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Since these in宜uencefunctions RJ and lJ contain six variables， it is almost impossible to tabulate these 

function values as it was done for a single row cascade. 

6. Change of vorticity and source/sink distribution due 

to mutual interference 

The vorticity and source/sink distribution， r and q， under the infiuence of mutual interference are， of 
course， different from the value without interference， ro and qo・Ifwe denote the difference by r' and q'， r 

and q distribution can be expressed in the form of Fourier expamion in the same way as single row cascade 

j'=ro+γ=2U∞[CAo+A〆〉叫£+(Al+Ahinタ+(Az+Aか M タ，1.........… .......・H ・-…… ・・ (31) I ' -_. --， ---2 . ， . ， . . J 

q=qo+イ=2Uco I(Bo+Bo') (cot ~ -2sin引+(B2+Bか in2ヂ十(B3+B心 sin3タ， [.… ・・・ ・・・・・ (32)I ，-_. -， ¥ ---2 ---. ) . ， _. -， . . -- -- ， J 

The Fourier coeffi.cients without prime in the above equations correspond to the value without interference， 
and can be determined by the method described in Section 4. On the other hand， the Fourier coeffi.cients 

with prime correspond to the difference due to mutual interference， and will be determined in this Section. 

Under the infiuence of mutual interference， the total induced velocities U and v， which should satisfy the 
blade boundary conditions (7) and (8)， are written 

U=UEq十UGT十UGq十UJr+UJq， V=VEr十VGr十VGq十VJγ十VJq…………… ………………………………・・(33)

If we substitute Eqs. (15) and (16) into the above equaticns， we obtain 

1去た =[(Aんo+Aんω，つ〉泊治g針附T

UJ 
+(Bo+Boつgqo*+(B2+B2')gqz*+ (B3+B3')gq3*] +万ご…一…………………H ・H ・..(34)

ま=仙+A品川Al+A小 I*+(A汁 Aルホ

VJ 
十(Bo+Bo')fqo十(B2+B2')fqz+(B3十B3')ん3J+一一一………………...・H ・..……………(35)

U∞ 

By setting these expressions in the condition of Eq. (7) and rearranging in terms of Fourier coe伍cients，we 

obtain 

(Ao+Ao') (fro*-Ys' gro2 + (AaA!') c丘三二lIs'gTl)+(A2+Az') cfr2*-Ys' gY2) 
=九 =P1 =P2 

+(Bo+Bo') (ん。-Y.'gqo*) +(B2+B2') (fq2-Y.' gqz*) +(B3+Bピ)(fq3-Ys' gq3*) 

=R。 =Rz =R3 

= 一 向s'+士(Y.'UJ-VJ)

Since Fourier coe血cientswithout prime Ao， A]， A2， Bo， B2' B3 in the above relation satisfy Eq. (17・a)，we can 

subtract both sides of Eq. (17・a)from both sides of the above relation. Consequently， we get a linear equation 

in terms of unknown Fourier coe伍cientswith prime 

1 
Ao' PO+Al' P1+A2' Pz+Bo'Ro+B2' R2+B3' R3=一一一(仏、-J-VJ) …………………………...・ H ・.....・ H ・-…(36)

U国

where PO， ・・・・・・，Ro， …… have been defined for a single row cascade in Section 4， and c組 be used again for 
this calculation. 

In the same way， by setting Eqs. (34) and (35) in the condition of Eq. (8)叩 dre訂 r泊以ng，we obぬin

(ん山担注目1山山+(A2+Az')山 一(Bo+Bo')(∞t与-2判 (J-y，lgqo*) 
ニ~ =~ =~、ー，

=Qo 

-(BaBz') (sin 2CJー仰の一(B汁 B3')(sin 3SO-y仰の =-y'/-抑'与
=Qz =Q3 v ∞ 

By subtracting both sides of Eq. (17・b)from both sides of the above relation， we get the other linear equation 

Ao'So十A1'Sl十Az'Sz-Bo'Qo-B2'Q2-B3'Q3=一仰，...!!:.乙 ……………・……・・・………...・H ・..………………・(37)
U∞ 

Here， we select three points on the blade chord of cascade 1 and rr according to the three-quarter chord 

method， and indicate these points with ρ=1，2，3 and ν= 1， 2， 3， respectively. If the induced velocities from 

the other blade row， UJ and VJ， are supposed to be known at these selected points， Fourier coeffi.cients with 
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prime can be determined by solving the following simultaneous equations: 

For cascade 1; 

Aι0イ品'Po九九μ汁.u+Al九 +尚Aん2品'P2九九μ+哨B品0品
r官R

Aんo'So匂S品九o仰μ+叫At'SIμ汁+尚Aん2仇F守S
ιu∞1 

μ=1，2，3' …・・・・・・・・ー…ー・ ・……-・ー・…・…・・(38)

For cascade :rr; 

Aんo'P，九0伽叶ν汁+叫AんI'Pλuけν+尚Aん2九 +哨B品D品F

U∞1 I 

Aんo'So守S品0ν汁+叫AムI'SI匂S品1ν汁+叫Aん2品F守S品2ν「一-Bo品0品F
U∞1 

ν=1， 2， 3..…-・・・・・ …・・ ・・・… ・・ … …ー・(39)

As explained in the previous Section， UJ 1 and VJ工 aredetermined by the unknown :=ing叫aritydistribution 

(ro+r') 1 and (qo+qつ:n:of cascade :rr， in turn， UJ"[ and VJ"[ by the unknown singularity distributiun (ro+γ) 1 

and (qo十q')1 of cascade 1， and consequently， their values are all unknown. 

How巴ver，if we compare Eq. (17) with Eqs. (38) and (39)， is becomes c1ear that the order of magnitude 

of γ， q' to ro， qo is equal to I町 IIU田， and can be assumed small. This suggests us the possibility， that UJ and 

VJ can be determined with sufficient accuracy by using th巴 known:=ingularity distribution， ro and qo， without 

interference instead of by using the actual unknown singu1arity distribution. If we substitute these approximate 

values of UJ， VJ into simultaneous equations (38) and (39)， the change of singularity distribution can be 

determined as the first appro玄imation. In order to improve the accuracy of the solution， we must carry out， 

of course， iterative calculation. 
Now， we consider the accuracy of the solution when we cut off the calcu1ation by the first approximation・

As illustrated in Fig.4， ro and qo distribution of cascade工 inducesWJ  1 on the blade chord of cascade :rr， and 

ωJ II conditions the change of singularity distribution r'， q' of cascade:rr. Furthermore， this r'， q' induces WJ  l' 

on the blade chord of cascade 1， and WJI' also conditions the change of singu1arity distribution r"， q" of 
cascade 1. Therefore， if we adopt th巴 first approximation， we have to disregard the terms smaller than 

γ" q". 
Speaking of a usual tandem compressor cascade， the maximum valu巴 oflu人rllU∞ reachesabout 10-2， that 

is， the order of magnitude of r'， q' and r"， q" to ro， qo is about 10-2 and 10-¥ r巴spectively. As a resu1t. it 

is understocd that the first approximation assures Medium. for Cascade 1I. 
practically enough accuracy for our purpose， and担 y Cascad巴 1 inter作ren.ce

further iterative calculation becomes meaningless， for 

many assumptions adopted in this theory may cause 

errors， at least， comparable to r"， qぺ
When the relative position between the two blade 

rows varies， and the blade profiles and settings 

remain constant， only the terms in the right side of 

Eqs. (38) and (39) vary， while the terms in the left 

side remain unchanged. Therefore， it is compara-

tively easy to deterτnine the solutions corresponding 

to many relative positions. 

ro y 10~~~~~~~J JdpdFFFFFFd r07t。

0' 官 J，:---------凶 J------...凶守
" ------一 ------ーーー__ u ，. 11 

f，tHA-ーーーーーー山J------... r;-"世"

------川均一一一一-ー一切 E ....._--wJ---... 
Fig. 4 Relation between the accuracy of 

solution and iterative procedure 

7. Change of outlet angle and circulation due to mutual interference 

Fourier coefficients under the influenc巴 ofmutual interference are written 

Ai=AiO+A/+KAis (i=O， 1， 2)， Bi=BiO十B/+KBiβ (i=O， 2， 3) ・・・ー…・・-…・ …ー…-一一(40) 

where AiO， Ais， A;'， BiO， Bis， B/ have been determin巴din the previous Section. However， p紅白neterK in the 

above equations differs from the value Ko without interference， and will be d巴terminedhereafter. 

Circulation r about a blade can be obtained by integrating the vorticity distribution on the blade chord 
r 1/2 _ _ _ __ _ r ( . 1 . ¥ (.， . 1 入 (. 1. ¥ 1 

r=  I r(x)dx=πU=ll ( Aoo十 ~Al0)+(Ao'+ ~At' )+K(A\]ß+ ~A1ß )I " ……・・…・・ー …・……・ (41 )J-I!2' "'， " .. -，.. L¥--VV' 2 -->V/ ' ¥--V . 2 > /. ¥ ve' 2 -->e/ J 

Besides， lift coe伍cientsCL and down-wash velocity LI W包 arewritten 
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CL=pr 恥 / ~ Wco21= 何 [( Aoo 寸A10) + (付Aん布Ao'+〆什r+ tシA1ιl'小F
r!1. .1.¥.I...1.YI 1. 1.¥. 1 

=2πi¥ (Aoo+: A10)+(Ao'+: A/) ¥COSα∞+(Aoβ+ : A1s) sin α∞ト…....・ H ・-………...・H ・-…(42)1I ¥ ..• 2 "J' ¥ . . 2 . J_j . \--.~. 2 --'~J -------J 

L1lf午 1 r π1 rf 0 ， 1 0 ¥ ， ( 0 ，. 1 0 ，¥ ， rJ 0 ， 1 0 ¥ l 
一一一=ーー一一=一一¥(Aoo+ : AlO ) + ( Ao'十一A1')+K(Ao什:A1s) ¥.…・…・…………… H ・H ・.(43)U国 2 U∞t 2 t I ¥ --VV' 2 --.v J ' ¥ --V ， 2 --. ) ，--\--V~' 2 --.~ ) I 

Substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (20)， K1 of cascade工 fora given inlet angle {31 may be related according 

to the equation 

π11 i( 0 ， 1 0 ¥ ， ( A " 1 A ，¥l 
旬n{31-tanA 1 -secわ一一一¥(Aoo+ ~AI0 )+( Ao'+τA1') ¥ 2 t 1¥ ••. 2 ../. ¥ . . 2 -JJ工

K1 = -V L 、 噌.、ー，~……………………………………(44) 

l+tanA1ta哨 +sechziL(Aoβ+土AIsi 
2 t ¥ -". 2 -" J I 

Using K 1 determined by the above equation， singularity distribution， circulation， lift coeffi.cient and down-wash 

velocity of cascade工 canbe calculated by Eqs. (40) to (43)， where the normalizing velocity U∞1 is written 

U∞工=Wasec (A 1 +tan-1 K1) cos (tan-1 K工〉 ………………・・・・・………………………………..，・H ・..……・(45)

The outlet angle β2 of cascade 1， which does not indicate the actual local fiow angle between the two 
blade rows， but indicates the mean丑.ow angle， is calculated by the equation 

βz=tanh+KI-secAI(dwulU国 1)
1-K1 tanえ工

..........・・・・・・・(46)

Wi也 theunderstanding that this β2 becomes the inlet angle of ca"cade n， we C<l.ll write further equations 

7t lJr i( 0 ， 1 . ¥ ， / . " 1 . ，¥1 
tan{32-tanA][ -secA][一一一I(Aoo+ ~ A10 ) + ( Ao' + ~ A1' ) I 2 tし¥-... 2 --.. ) . ¥ --V ， 2 --. ) h 

K][ = -. L 、 -パ…………………………………(47)

1 + tan，.l][ tan{32+ secÆ][ ニ土~(AOs+よ A1β}2 t ¥ .". 2 "" ) ][ 

U∞][= Wasec(A][十tan-1K][) cos (tan-1 K][) ・……・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・仏8)

ム_tan，.l][+K][-sec，.l][(L1Wu][/U∞][) 
・・・・・・(49)

1-K][tan，.l][ 

8. Change of pressure distribution and losses due to 

mutual interference 

From the obtained singularity distribution the velocity distribution along the blade surface can be calculated. 

For this purpose the method for a single row cascade(7)(6) can be applied only with the工nodificationthat the 

contribution of the induced velocity UJ， VJ from the other blade row is also taken into account. 

We con"ider the fiow velocity at point A on the camber line as il1ustrated in Fig. 5. From the blade 

boundary condition of Eq. (7) the resultant velccity Wt of U.∞十u=U∞+UEq十UG+UJand V∞十V=v∞十四r+

VG十VJ，is paral1el to the tangent of the camber line， and the magnitude is 

Wt二 (U∞十UEq+UG+UJ)cos e)+(V∞+VEr十VG十VJ)sin e) 

=フ 1 す [(U∞+UEq十UG十UJ)+YパV∞十VEr十何十VJ)] ……...・ H ・-……………H ・H ・...・ H ・(50)
'y 1 +Ys'" 

In order to calculate the velocity on the upper and lower side of the camber line， we must al"o consider 

the contributions of UEγand VEq， which disappear just on the blade chord. 

In this paper it has been previously assum巴d

that vorticity and source/sink may be distributed 

with suffi.cient accuracy on the blade chord (x-axis) 

instead of on the camber line (s-axis)， so long as 

we limit our problem to a weakly cambered blade 

profile. 、However，this assumption becomes incon-

sistent only for the calculation of UEr and VEq， and in 

this case we need to put the vorticity and source/ 

sink distribution exactly on the camber line. 

The singularity distributions on the camber line 

r(s)， q(s) are related to r(x)， q(x) on the blad巴

chord according to the assumption that the singularity 

inc1uded in dx is equal to that included in ds， that is 

べもれ営安

s 

'Js 
ta.礼自=日;

x 

Fig. 5 Velocity distribution along camber line 
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rCx) 1 
rCs) = r(x) d~ =γωcos {}=訂言72 1

ト・・(51)
q(x) I 

q(s) =q(x)τ一=q(x)cos(}=::-フ..:!~..v /守|
ds .'， - V 1ナy，'“ J

The source/sink distribution q(s) on the camber line 

induces VEq =土q(s)/2normal to the camb巴rline 

on the upper (sign +)担d lower (sign一)side， 

and it gives no effect on the velocity parallel to the 

camber line. 

On the other hand， the vorticity distribution 

ーム r(s) 1 r(x) r(s) induces UEr(S)一ー」一一一=土づ一一一
，，/ 1十 抗日 2 

tangential to the camber line， and the velocity W， 

on the upper and lower sid巴 ofthe camb巴rline is 

obtained by superimposing VEr(S) to Wt • 

走号?=訂令2[←[トト1+山+Aん口吋A州l凶刈日ωg川 20g釣仰7向川2

1 r 
W 一一.， ，.: (U∞+UEq+UG+UJ) 

-Y 1+ys'2 L 
γ(x) l 

+yパV∞+VEr+VG+VJ)土-z一|………(52)

The velocity distribution Wk on the blade surface 
can be derived from W. by transforming the camber 
line approximately to the blade profile， and is related 
to W. by Riegelsfactor l/Yl平石i2

Wk=品 7
2
'•••.•••. •••• ••••••••• • •••••••••• .......(53) 

In order to facilitate the evaluation of W. at 
various relative positions， it is better to express W. 
as the sum of the velocity W.o without interference 
and the velocity change Ws' due to interference. 

W. W.o W，' 
・・・(54)

U由。 U∞o ' U∞0 

Further， Wso may be written出 dimensionlessform， 
using Eqs. (15) and (16) 

+Ko〆(AoωH叩gγ刊o+A1/lgr川1+A2/l日g γロ2+BoωllY仇qO♂*+B2羽/3g仇q2♂*+B3ω目叩g仇q3♂*)
+Ys' (Ko+ Aoo!ro*+ A10f:γ1*+A2o!r2ネ+Boo!qo+ B20!q2十B30!q3)

+ys' Ko(AO/3!ro*+ A1/3fγ1* + A2/3!r2*十BOB!qo十B2B!q2+ B3o!q3) 
( A _ . 9 'A  ._， A _ ' ~._ ¥ ， TT  ( タ ¥1

土(Aoocot一 +AlO sin タ十A~osin 2タ)土Ko(AoB cot一 +AIBsinタ+A2/3sin2タ)I…・…-……….(55)¥.. 2 _. ，. -. - 'J • \'~ 2' -~ ， -_ - ， J I 

If we denote the difference of Fourier coefficients between the cases with and without interference effect 

by using asterisk， that is 

Aグ=A/+(K-Ko)A，B (i=O， 1，2)， Bi*=B/+(K-Ko)BiB (i=O， 2， 3) ……………………………(56) 

the variation Ws' is written in dimensionless form 

Ws' Ws' 1 l' 百戸τ=訂言.'2L Aω+ A1*gTl+A2*gr2+的 qo*+的 q2*+B3*gq3*+若

+百s'(A仇山仇叫日2*+B仇 +B仇十B仇+去)

/ω¥l  
土~Ao*叫す十Al*sinタ+A2*sin2タ)j ・・ (57) 

Finally from the blade surface velocity distribution Wk， pressure coefficient Cp on the blade surface can be 

calculated 

仇一弘 I Wk ¥2 _ (弥生 ¥2(U∞0¥2 
Cp= -: -A  =1一(一一)=1ー(一一一)(一一一)………一一…・・・-… ………一…………ー……一…・(58)

P ~T 9 ~ '- W1 ) ~ ¥ U∞0) ¥ W1 ) -'-W，. .. 司匂 ， 

2 

The change of losses due to mutual interference can be determined further from the obtained blade surface 

velocity distribution， by e玄ecutingthe boundary layer calculation using， for e玄ample，themethod by L. Speidel 

and N. Scholz仰 .

9. Sample calculation 

Sample calculations are carri巴dout for a tandem compressor cascade specified in Table 1， and at the 

relative positions between the two blade rows listed in Table 2. 

Table 1 Specification of tandem cascade for 
sample ca1culation 

Cascade 1 Cascade II 

!~~~~_~r.o_fi~~___， __.，.1 NAC"A~~ 引 NACA 8410 
0.75 

Stagger angle I 37.4。 8.9。

Inlet ang le ! 50。 =outlet aadne gI le 
of casc 

1.7x105 1.5x105 

Reynolds No・ based0ロ W20 based on J号、。

Table 2 Relative position between the 
two blade rows 

。ft

0.15 

0.30 

0.4579 

0.5347 

11ft 

0.7079 

0.7847 

0.9579 

1.0347 
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Tab1e 3 shows the resu1t such as intermediate 

out1et ang1eβ2， fina1 outlet ang1e sa， re1ative change 

of circu1ation r I / r I 0， r][ / r][ 0 and 10ss coefficient 

(v=.JPtj ~民2

-0.8 

ぷI'!. -0.6 
I I := 
ロ1....1'"
且 1 -.0.4. 

0.2 

0.4-

0.6 

.::.¥.. -0.4 

u:; 
副....1'"-0.2 

..#誌、

1 a/L h/t 

一一一一 0.15 。
ーーーーーーーー 匂 lゐ
---υ  213ー
一 目

O 
:'0 rf K ミ

ト之ぃ
0.: 

日l/L
0.2. 

¥ 
ト¥

¥ 

卜¥7A』 1

ベミ』

Pressur巴 sid巴

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1.0 

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution of cascade II 

Figs. 6 and 7 il1ustrate the dimension1ess pressure 

distributions of cascades 1 and II corresponding to 

various re1ative positions. 

Fig. 8 shows the results of boundary 1ayer calcu-

1ation， and the 10ss coefficients of both cascades， 
(" v I and (v:n:， are p10tted against the re1ative shift 

in cascade direction between the two b1ade rows. 

For the comparison between theory and e玄periment，
the measured 10ss coefficients(ll are a1so p10tted. 

Here， we comp町 ethe theoretica1 change of 10ss 

coe伍cients with expreimenta1 result. Concerning 

cascade 1， as seen in Fig. 8， theory can exp1ain 
experimenta1 results comparative1y well， especial1y 
at a/I=O.15 the amplitude as well as the phase of 

1055 curves practically agrees with each other. 

In consequence of such good agreement， it seems 

that the mechanism of the interference effect in 

0.13 

sI主0.12
司 1....1'"
~ 0.11 
v 

0.10 

0.03 

0.08 

0.07 

0.06 

0.05 

0.04. 

0.03 

]瓦~0-15 I 
Experim邑nt

1ι?と見え
て-fkm丙す去にふ(

し呪同
r、
/ ¥ 
I ¥ 
I i rι¥1 5山|いSVIT1川?衿知M同同Jぷお拘拘おゐ偽向0;可lr/

フA立必〈L;片Lix h斗」4. . 

13叫 --r芥

。 凶 % 1 
h' /t 

Fig. 8 Change of 10ss coefficient due to 
mutua1 interference 

Tab1e 3 Resu1ts of samp1e calcu1ation 

a/I 0.15 0.30 国

12/1 0.4579 0.7079 0.9579 0.5347 0.7847 1.0347 

12'/t 。 1/3 2/3 。 1/3 2/3 

β2 30001' 30053' 29018' 30012' 30012' 29046' 30003' 
β3 0'14' 0'14' 。'13' 。'14' 。'14' 0013' 。'14'

F工Ir工o 1.001 8 0.963 6 1.0328 0.9936 0.9936 1.0127 1 
rl!/r:n:o 0.9992 1.0325 0.9712 1.0060 1.0060 0.9894 l 

rI十r][ / 

rIO十r][o
1.000 5 0.9980 1.0020 0.9998 0.9998 1.0010 1 

ζVI 0.1135 0.108 6 0.1078 0.1130 0.1096 0.1106 0.1123 
ζV][ 0.0545 0.0549 0.0533 0.0544 0.0544 0.0544 0.0544 

CVI+とV][ 0.1680 0.1635 0.161 1 0.1674 0.1640 0.1650 0.1667 
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cascade 1 is explained essentially by means of the 

change of potential fiow resulting from the existence 
of cascade II. 

on the other hand， the agreement between 

ぬeoryand experiment about cascade II is very poor. 

It is found， therefore， that the mechanism of 

the interference effect in cascade II might be quite 

different from that in cascade工. The greater part 

of the change of losses in cascade II might be 

attributable to the mutual interference between the 

wake from cascade 1 and the boundary layer of 

cascade II， as explained in Reference (1). 

10. Conclusion 

In order to explain the influence of mutual 

interference in a tandem compressor cascade theore-

tically， a theory for the two-dimensional incompres・

sible potential fiow through a tandem cascade based 

on a singularity method has been developed. 

As the result of sample calculations， it has 

become clear that regarding the五rst cascade the 

change of cascade perfoロnancedue to interference 

effect can be predicted by this theory with satisfac-

tory agreement， while the change of cascade perform-

ance about the second cascade can not be estimated 

by this potential theory. Because， in the second 

cascade the viscous effect such as the interference 

between the wake and the boundary layer becomes 

predominant. 
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